Felt technical overview and
application guide
100% natural, tactile & flexible
material applied to interior
design projects
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Introduction to Lily Latifi’s work
Lily Latifi has a very personal vision of what textile design should mean.

The starting point of every design or concept she creates is the materials and their intrinsic
properties in terms of the required application for both individuals and contract project.
She uses textiles to solve and overcome problems related to privacy, acoustics, luminosity,
visibility, modularity and thermal comfort.

Lily Latifi's favorite material is felt. Although this fabric is millennial, Lily has always found it very
contemporary. She uses it in space planning and interior design for its physical and mechanical
features.
Whether there is need for acoustic, thermal or visual comfort, Lily knows how to choose the best
possible material to make an interior not only creative but also functional and pleasant to spend
time in.
Her modular systems bring lightness as well as visual identity to the many open-space projects
she works on.
In this guide you will find all that our “namad” collection can offer to enhance your upcoming
interior design projects.

Felt properties
Felt is a 100% natural non woven material comprising of millions of fibers that are "mixed in"
together to form a single textile surface, unlike woven fabrics which are made up of warps
and wefts. This is why felt can be cut without fraying.
Inherent properties of felt:
•

Thick, porous and flexible

•

Soft and tactile to touch

•

Excellent sound and air absorbent

•

Natural sound barrier and heat insulator

•

High acoustic performance

•

Water repellant and fire retardant

•

Dense and thus opaque to light

Felt reduces effectively the acoustic energy that hits it in three different ways:

•

Loss through friction

•

Loss through vibration within the structure

•

Loss through internal damping (shock absorption)

Physical and mechanical features of felt in terms of interior design applications:
Lily Latifi felt sliding panels, curtains and pleating panels provide:
•

Sound comfort in interiors where there is too much resonation

•

Heat comfort where there is need to block out cold air

« namad » collection: felt sliding panels

« namad » : felt sliding panels that glide effortlessly suspended from a discreet ceiling track.
Individually tailor made – 50 colors – all customizable designs.

« namad » : felt sliding panels that glide effortlessly suspended from a discreet ceiling track.
Individually tailor made – 50 colors – all customizable designs.

Customer installations

« namad » collection: felt pleating panels

« namad » : felt pleating panels that glide effortlessly suspended from a discreet ceiling track.
Individually tailor made – 50 colors

« namad » collection: felt curtains

« namad » : felt curtains that slide from a discreet suspended curved ceiling track.
Individually tailor made – 50 colors– all customizable designs.

Applications
Here are some of the applications for our felt products:
•

Space dividers

•

Creating modular spaces

•

Forming corridors and passage ways

•

Hiding away unaesthetic elements such as doors, copy machines, shelves...

•

Transition between two spaces

•

Blackout function for window treatments

•

Staging

Technical properties of these applications:
•

Heat comfort

•

Sound comfort (acoustics)

•

Visual privacy
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Acoustic performance
Whilst confident of the natural sound absorbing properties of felt we decided that as part of the
“namad” range launch we would test and document the actual acoustic performance.
Our goal was to determine the precise sound absorption factor of the felt products within our
“namad” collection documenting the “equivalent sound absorption area A” (in accordance with
Standard NF EN ISO 354 (2004). The test methodology for our felt sliding panels, curtains and
pleating panels was based upon how the products would be used within a project application.
In advance of revealing the results of the tests, here is a reminder of the properties of air and sound
abortion by felt.
Felt reduces effectively the acoustic energy that hits it in three different ways:
•

Loss through friction

•

Loss through vibration of the structure

•

Loss through internal damping (shock absorption)

Sound absorption or acoustic correction is sought in the following cases:

•

To limit sound vibrations

•

To reduce the level of sound waves

•

To enhance acoustic comfort

The more porous the material, the more absorbing it is in high frequencies.
The thicker the material, the more absorbing it is in low frequencies which are the most difficult to
capture.
Being porous and thick at the same time, felt is an excellent sound absorber in both low and high
frequencies. This is confirmed by the tests we have conducted in October 2016.
For theses tests, our products were set up in exactly the same way as they would be used on a
project site : hung in space and not against walls.
In this manner all the surfaces of our products were exposed to sound whereas in other acoustic
tests conducted for more traditional panels and curtains, the elements are always installed within
15cm of a wall which also helps absorb a large proportion of the sound.
You will see on the following page that the acoustic performance of our “namad” collection is high
especially given that our products are suspended in space and not assisted by complimentary
elements such as walls!
The context of our tests need to be compared with tests conducted in similar situations.

Super imposed test results for “the equivalent sound absorption area A”

Our bespoke service offering
Lily Latifi emphasizes on the importance of functionality & technicity of all her textile designs.
Each order is made to measure, taking in account the architecture and light of the space where it
will be used.
The fabrics are chosen for each client according to needs of the project in transparency,
translucency or opacity, the need for visual, heat or acoustic comfort.
Lily Latifi creates multi-purpose & modular spaces using her sliding panels on tracks that can divide
spaces but still keep the open space spirit of an interior.
All Lily Latifi designs are manufactured in France, made to measure and with flame retardant
classifications.
Our service does not stop here, in order for us to guarantee you total project satisfaction we prefer
to install all of our products ourselves.
Our project management includes: listening to and analyzing customer needs, designing,
expertise of flexible materials, monitoring suppliers materials and production, technical advice,
installation on site.

Our methodology

Our products

Customer references

Your contact
info@lilylatifi.com
+33 1 42 23 30 86
lily latifi
textile solutions for space planning
11, rue des gardes
75018 paris - france

